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Abstract: In this paper, the development of a personal mobile Geographic
Information System is described. The system is configured in a client-server
architecture, involving mobile clients and a servicing server. With the use of
Global Positioning System, the locations of a group of mobile clients are identified
and these pieces of information are sent to server for additional services. For
demonstration, the system is used as a real-time location tracking system. It not
only provides the tracking of the users, but also serves as a monitoring system for
issuing emergency call, whenever an abnormal scenerio is identified. These
designs well illustrate how the mobile and Internet technologies can be used to
enhance this kind of applications. The same framework has also been extended for
fleet management to demonstrate its potential applications in logistics industry.

1 Introduction

Geographic Information System is an integration of hardware and software for the access
of spatial data and services. Recently, with the advance development of mobile
communications and Internet Technologies, mobile GIS has been widely explored
[FWZ08,LPH08]. Together with the Global Positon System (GPS), the mobile GIS
forms a powerful tool for real-time positioning and navigations. This kind of data also
serves as a key element for the success of many location-based applications
[Ab97,RM03], such as Intelligent transportation, on-spot tour guide, emergency services
and so on.

In this paper, it is aimed to share our experience in designing a low-cost personal mobile
GIS, which is simple and ease to use. The system can help to manage the serious
accidents frequently happened on hikers and other outdoor sport participants in the
countryside, for which life is lost due to the difficulties of spotting their locations.
Moreover, it helps to identify the location of elderly if necessary.
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The proposed system is formulated in a client-server architecture, providing services for
a maximum of 10 mobile clients with a server. Clients can view and keep track of their
own and the others’ locations on request by their mobile phones, while the same
information is available at the server side or the associated webpage.

The proposed system can be easily extended to other location-related applications and
services, such as a fleet management for a small logistics company as illustrated in this
paper. It is also demonstrated how the available services in Internet (such as
GoogleMaps) can be used to facilitate our design.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the fundamental technologies
adopted in this system are briefly described. The design and the operations of the
personal GIS are then explained in details in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, the design is furhter
extended for the application of fleet management. Finally, conclusion remarks are drawn
in Sect. 5.

2 Technological Background

2.1 Global Positioning System

Nowadays, the global positioning system (GPS) has been widely used in our daily life.
In order to locate the longitude and latitude of a terminal, at least 3 satellites’ data is
required. In the case that altitude is needed, four satellites’ data is demanded. Our system
is assumed to be operated under an environment that GPS is well-utilized, and the
National Marine Electronics Association transmission standard, NMEA0183, is adopted
for real-time positioning. NMEA0183 is currently the most common protocol for GPS
receivers in the market. There are six different formats for NEMA data sentences, where
only two, namely the GPGGA and GPRMC sentences, are to be used in our system.
From GPRMC sentence, the UTC time, status, latitude, latitude direction, longitude,
longitude direction, speed (in knot), head direction and date are obtained, while
horizontal dilution of precision, altitude, satellite used are acquired from GPGGA
sentence.

2.2 Bluetooth Communication

Since some mobile units may not include a built-in GPS receiver, our system support the
use of an external connected GPS receiver based on the Bluetooth protocol. Bluetooth is
a wireless communication standard, operating at a public frequency channel with
frequency of 2.4GHz, providing a maximum data rate of 3Mbps at a maximum distance
of 10 meters between the bluetooth devices.

By using the interface of Discovery Listener, mobile module can carry out searching and
querying of Bluetooth devices nearby. It scans all possible Bluetooth devices using the
JSR-82 standard, and by setting “Bluetooth Major Device Classes=7936”, non-GPS
receivers can be filtered out.
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Once a device with class of 7936 (i.e. a GPS receiver), the mobile program inquires for
the Bluetooth address, and establishes connection in the read-only mode with Stream
Connection. Data is then read continuously using Input Stream Reader. It should be
noticed that the baud rate is not necessary to be set up, but the GPS will transmit the
NMEA 0183 sentences in serial with a transmission rate of 4800bps.

2.3 General Packet Radio Service

The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) introduces packet switching onto a GSM
network. Since it only occupies the network resource when there is a data transmission,
it is more cost effective. In this project, GPRS is used for the communication between a
mobile unit and the server.

2.4 Short Message Service

Short message service (SMS) is now widely used for the communications between
mobiles in text mode, as its cost is much lower than the voice service. A SMS message is
limited to 140 alphanumeric characters. However, it is good enough for using SMS to
send alert message to the designated contact person by the server, once the predefined
abnormal behaviour is identified. For example, a hiker stays in a particular location for a
very long time, which probably implies the occurrence of injury or accident. A GSM
phone is hence constructed by AT commands to send “warming” to a designated phone
number: AT↵ AT+CMGF=1↵ AT+CMGS=“12345678” ↵warming↵ctrl+z↵

2.5 GoogleMaps

GoogleMaps is a free map service provided by Google, for which two kinds of images,
vector map and satellite photos versions, are available. In order to further promote the
service, Google provides a set of API [Go1] that allows users to combine the map
service with their webpage, and so non-commercials users can obtain the map as an
image based on URL parameters sent through a standard HTTP request. For mobile user,
images of 320x240 pixels are downloaded (as shown in Fig. 3). Similar method is also
applied in order to develop the corresponding location tracking website for our system
(See Fig. 6).

Some other useful and informative services are also available in GoogleMaps. For
example, the driving route between two locations and the total distance can be obtained:

var directions = new google.maps.Directions();
directions.load("from: 26 Jordan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong to: 83 Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong

Kong");
google.maps.Event.addListener(directions, "load", function() {
document.body.appendChild(document.createTextNode(directions.getDistance().meters));

The recent developed Google AJAX API further enhances the service by allowing
loading-on-demand service [Go2].
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3 A Design of Personal Mobile GIS

3.1 System Overview

The overall architecture of our system is depicted in Fig. 1. It includes two main parts:
clients having their own mobile phones with GPS devices (external or internal) and a
Desktop Server. The followings describe the basic operations.

Figure 1. The architecture of the personal mobile GIS

Firstly, the client program connects to a Bluetooth GPS receiver or a built-in GPS
module to obtain the real-time location of the user. Based on the map calibration data
and the received GPS data, the program spots the current location of the user by plotting
a dot onto the map image. The refreshment rate is per 5 seconds. At the same time, user
can choose whether he would like to report this information to the desktop server via a
cellular phone data network for tracking purpose. One can also use it as a two-way GPS
mapping device, identifying his own current location.

Once the sever program received the incoming traffic and after data processing, the
sender’s current location will be tracked onto the desktop screen. The server program
also manages any location enquiry and uploads the information to a designated web
server utilizing a GoogleMaps service. People can hence track those mobile phone users
by simply browsing through internet.

A monitoring system has also been developed. If the location of a particular user remains
at the same place for too long (exceeding some designated period of time), the server
will instruct its attached mobile phone to send out an alert SMS by AT commands via
USB connection.
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3.2 Client Program Design

Both the client and server programs are developed with Java for portability. Figure 2
depicts the flow diagram of our design, respectively. To run the client program, a mobile
phone with capabilities in Java CLDC 1.1, MIDlet 2.0 is needed. The developed system
has been tested in Motorola E2, Nokia 6120c and SE K810i.

After starting the program, the user is required to enter his name, the IP and port of the
server and the time interval for reporting position data, as shown in Fig. 3 (a). Once this
data inputted, it is to be saved in the mobile phone and shown automatically next time. If
all the fields are left blank, the program will still continue, but location reporting will be
disabled.

The mobile will then search for the Bluetooth GPS receiver device. If the receiver is on,
the screen will be updated as shown in Fig. 3 (b). With the option selection, user can
now report its location to server depending on the mobile phone system default access
point, such as GPRS or 3G or Wi-Fi by setting iNet On as shown in Fig. 3 (c). Figure 4
(a) depicts the case when internet connection is on (“iNet On” and the time of latest
transmission will be shown at the right-bottom corner).

The user’s location is to be updated onto the map image every 5 seconds as shown in
Fig. 4 (a), by continuously reading GPS data from either an external or a built-in GPS
receiver, till the user turns off the function. At any time, the user can turn on/off both
GPS and location reporting functions.

The locations of the other users registered in the server can also be obtained by entering
into Query mode. Figure 4 (b) shows the list obtained by querying the server about all
the other users, and the location of another user (say May) is then shown as Fig. 4 (c) by
pressing the corresponding number.

3.3 Server Program Design

The flow diagram of the server program is depicted in Fig. 5. It reads the user
configuration file during start-up. If the configuration file is missing or invalid, the
program will prompt the user to input the data again. This information is important for
the tracking purpose, and due to the limitation of pages, only the users need “GPS
mapping” are considered.

Additional utility functions are also developed in the system to allow user for calibrating
their map images and generating the mobile jar-program automatically.
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Figure 2. Flow diagram for the mobile unit
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Figure 3. (a) Login page (b) Starting page (c) Option selection for INet On

Figure 4. Location tracking on mobile phone (a) user’s location (b) query of other users
(c) location of another user

The users’ locations are received by the server when the Internet listening function is
‘On’ (the user also needs to turn on the tracking function at his mobile side). The
processed position information will then be displayed both graphically on the map and in
text. The old reported locations are in blue, while the latest one is in yellow, as depicted
in Fig. 6 (a). The trace of a particular user can be logged in a gpx format, which is XML
based format for position data exchange. The system supports a maximum number of 10
users. The server also manages any location query from a user by replying all the other
users’ location to the requester.

In particular to safeguard the hiker, a special emergency SMS function is implemented.
For example, if the mobility node stays in an area of 100 meter radius over a preset
period, says 30 minutes, the server will send out a SMS to a designated mobile phone
number via the attached GSM phone/modem as an alert.

If a web server is available, the same location information can be uploaded to the web
server via FTP protocol. By the use of Google Maps API [Go1], the current locations of
the users can be monitored on GoogleMaps via the html page from the web server, as
shown in Fig. 6 (b).
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Figure 5. Flow diagram for the server program

Figure 6. Location of users displayed (a) at server side (b) onto GoogleMaps
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4 Extended Applications

The application of our framework can be easily extended for the use in other location-
based services. In this section, it is applied for a car fleet management system, well
suited for a small company.

4.1 Overview

Our design is modified for a low-cost car fleet management system, including three
major parts: the server, the desktop clients and mobile clients. Database is implemented
in the server, in order to deliver job records, drivers’ current positions and so on. The
serve also used as a business logic/GIS server. Desktop client allows operational staff to
manage the job records and generate business reports. Mobile client is located at driver’s
side, reporting current driver’s position to server, acquiring new job from the server and
reporting the job status to the server.

Figure 7. The architecture of the mobile GIS for fleet management

4.2 Flow of the Job Management

The operational staff submits a new job to the system with a specified service time.
Jobs are classified into two main types: short-term job (to be served immediately or
hours later) and long-term job (to be served demanded in next day(s)).

Database

internet Business Logic /
GIS server

Desktop

Mobile Clients with GPS receiver
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4.2.1 The Short-Term Jobs

The process on short-term jobs is described as follows:

1. Server submits the pick up point query to Google for the retrieval of its latitude /
longitude. An example of URL enquiry is: http://maps.google.com/maps/geo?q=83
Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon, Hong Kong&output=csv [Go2].

2. The result is then compared with the positions of free-status drivers updated by the
mobile clients, and their distances are calculated.

3. The nearest driver will automatically be selected but this choice needs to be
confirmed by the operational staff (see Fig. 8).

4. The status of the selected driver status is then updated in the database.
5. The Mobile Client receives the new job via regular update (see Fig. 9).
6. The driver can confirm or reject the new order.
7. If the driver accepts the job, the status of the job will be updated in the database.

Otherwise, the system will suggest another driver to the operational staff. On the
other hand, the operational staff can also assign driver manually.

Figure 8. Interface in Desktop Client

4.2.2 The Long-term Jobs

For long-term jobs, a multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (GA) [YT09] can also be
incorporated. Based on the distances between pick-up points of each job and the depot (it
is also obtained by performing the query to GoogleMaps as discussed in Sect. 2.5),
optimal routing of multiple vehicles can be obtained with the minimization of the total
distance and servicing time. Figure 10 depicts one of the optimal solutions to handle 14
jobs, assuming that there are 4 vehicles in a depot.
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Figure 9. User Interface at Mobile Client: (a) Login page (b) Menu page (b) Job received
at Mobile Client

Figure 10. The routes of the four vehicles obtained with GoogleMaps API
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, two geographic information systems enhanced by mobile communications
and Internet Technology have been presented. The first one is a personal GIS, which
serves as a real-time location tracking system. This can help to monitor the activities of
hikers or outdoor activity participators, and also identify the location of elderly if
necessary. The location of a particular mobile client is obtained by GPS and reported to
the server via the GPRS or 3G. Any abnormal case will trigger an alarm message to a
designated person using SMS. The system has been tested in Motorola E2, Nokia 6120c
and SE K810i. The same concept can easily be extended for the design of a fleet
management system. Based on the GPS information of each driver, an incoming job can
be suitably and automatically assigned to the nearest driver. Moreover, a Genetic
Algorithm can also be included for identifying the optimal routing of vehicles for
multiple jobs. In both cases, it is also demonstrated that the recent developments in
Internet service, in particular the GoogleMaps and its services, can greatly enhance these
kinds of designs, making a low-cost personal GIS possible.
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